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Description

Feasibility and Implementation

Problem | Opportunity
 All Pacific coast and many others around the
world practice artisanal fishing for market or
own consumption. Only in Peru are around
70000 artisanal boats using gasoline internal
combustion engines. According to
international maritime organization, the
estimates of CO2 emissions from boats for
2020 are about 1500 millions tons. Then,
Carbon Cost Studies under integrated analysis
models conducted by Stanford University
(2016) said that 1 ton of CO2 cause $ 200 of
social damage. So we are talking about 300
million dollars! around the world. We also
know how bad is CO2 for climate. It is one of
the greenhouse effect gases and is heating the
planet, breaking water cycle, rising sea water
level, polluting air and killing biodiversity.
Artisanal fishermen spend around $ 1500 per
month in fuel but, they have no idea that fuel
could be right under their boats: yes, water!
There is a clear trend around the world about
changing energetic matrix to hydrogen and
electric engines. Now a days, costs are high,
but soon, they won't be a problem.

Other solutions?
 There are many technologies around the
world that pretend to use hydrogen as a fuel
for electric motor boats, but you need a really
good investment. Also, it won't make a change
if you don't know how you are hydrogen or
battery were obtained. Green hydrogen have a
big cost since you need a big investment to set
a production factory. Then, to sell those big
compressed hydrogen cylinders you have to
invest on transporting them.

Proposa Value

 We want to use sea water as the main fuel for
the artisanal fishing boats. This conducted by
some simple reactions which products are
hydrogen and others reusable and recyclable.
Reagents are synthesized under green
chemistry protocols, reducing carbon
footprint of the process. The only emision is
water vapor that completes its cycle returning
to sea water. This technology produce enough
energy for one month of fishing practice
before replacing it. The system also counts
with a energetic feedback process.

We have very important allies and external support. Water Power is a StartUp that born in our
university. They are the only business in Peru that works with hydrogen technologies. They have

many contacts and said they could help us with all the legal procedures and with the first customers
of this service. They know very well fishermen and they are open to hear your ideas. One of our team
members is a chemistry student and have a lab. We can make all the testing right there. Testing costs

are not expensive. We just need to proof that our idea works and we can ask for strong investment.
Testing this technology on a real boat might cost around $ 4500 for first prototype. We are not afraid
about failing because every little part of this technology already exist. We are transferring technology
and mixing the best features from each component. We need just good research and few investment,
less than $ 1000 to buy reagents, equipment and instruments. The whole process is innovative, it will
help around 2 million families, it will last for the next 20 years and we will solve partially one of the

most difficult problems: climate change and global warming.



CO2 significant reduction: Maritime sector

What climate related issue/s do you want to focus on?

Why does this particular project resonate with you?
I'm convinced that climate change and global warming is our fault. Almost all is about CO2
emissions. There is an element called hydrogen which can be obtained from renewable energies.
Hydrogen can achieve zero emissions as fuel for vehicles. Sea water is full of this element. We have to
take this opportunity.

How will you synthesize and apply the knowledge you have accumulated during PGC?
This project has many parts. During PGC, we have learn many tools and facts that can help us like
energy measurement or importance of biodiversity. We learned a lot about climate change and about
water pollution. So we are taking all this in count to not generate a negative environmental impact.

What are your short and long term goals for the project?
Short goal term is to develop the technology and to proof it works. Long goal term is to see a
fisherman using this technology and saving money while he is not polluting environment any more.

Why do you think this project is necessary?
In 2015, 195 countries ratified the Paris agreement where they committed not to let global avarage
temperature tise up to 2°C. IPCC wants to have zero carbon footprint for 2050. Then, this project is
contributing to and goes with SDGs.

Who and what does your project benefit?
Artisanal fishermen, it fights against air pollution and seawater acidification.

Who will you need to involve in the early stages of your project to support you?
An electronic student, someone who knows the market and the customer.

What are the costs associated with seeing it through?
It has five stage of technological development. First one needs around $ 150 since we already have
some equipment. Second stage is the most expensive. We need around $ 450 to make the
electrocatalytic process. Third stage needs less than $ 80 and forth stage don't require any investment.
As a plus, we can make the energetic feedback system but it will cost another $ 500. Fifth stage is to
take the project to real boats and that won't be less than $ 4500 since we have to buy the electric boat
engine and reagents at big scale.

How will you accommodate COVID restrictions?
Just one at time to work inside the lab. Follow the protocols when buying the things and making the
testings. Covid won't be a big problem.



Has the pandemic influenced your choice of project? If yes, how?
Not really. Our other choices were interesting and had a high environmental positive impact, but
they require too much investment.

What skills or expertise would be great to have to bring this project to fruition?
Business model knowledge. Market research. Fisherman experiences. Electronic experience

What are the desired outcomes?
To move a boat with water for low cost. Lower than gasoline. Significant CO2 reduction for the next
5 years.

What does success look like?
Giving the first step to change energetic matrix in South America for maritime industry.


